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Crystals & Gemstones: Quartz, Riverbed, Smokey Tumbled #4 (.75 - 1.25 inch grit)
 

Use to attract fairyfolk and elementals, river tumbled quartz that permits gazing to inner realms within the stone, gaze to see texts from the
ancient ones, stimulates the memory of previous lives 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Salesprice with discount 

Sales price $4.00

Sales price without tax $4.00

Tax amount 
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Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Use to attract fairyfolk and elementals, river tumbled quartz that permits gazing to inner realms within the
stone, gaze to see texts from the ancient ones, stimulates the memory of previous lives

Suggested Chakra: None

Color: Pink, purple, or clear

Folklore & Uses: Attracts Fairies and Elementals Use all three combined with Fairy Cross Stone to call the
elementals.

Rose Riverbed – Salamanders Fire Elementals

Amethyst Riverbed – Undines Water Elementals

Clear Riverbed – Gnomes Earth Elementals

Fairy Cross Stone – Sylphs (Fairy Folk) Air Elementals

Cast your circle with these stones in the proper direction as offerings to entice the elementals. Be sure to release
them when you are done so they don’t play games with you later.

Sized: Medium Large Tumbled Pieces. Excellent Value. Approx. Size: .75" - 1.25" grit

* As you may know, crystals can come in a variety of shapes, sizes and colors - each piece is composed of  various minerals which depending
on the pockets during the tumbling process some may be colored differently. It is truly amazing that these beautiful items come from mother
earth herself. We take great care in sizing and pricing our crystals and will work to ensure that the right crystals find their way home to you!
Sizes and coloring may vary.

 

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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